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London, Worcester and Birmingham based
I am a recent graduate of BA (Hons) Set Design for Screen at Wimbledon College of Art (UAL). I
am an enthusiastic, hardworking and trustworthy individual looking to work as an art department
assistant. I have a full UK driving license and a car.
Skills
Technical drawing, White-card model making, Research, Location surveying, Concept Art, Script
breakdowns, Prop sourcing and buying, Set dressing, Set Building, Set decoration.
Digital skills -Auto CAD, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Premier Pro, Sketch-up,
Dragon Frame
Tv and film experience
Lego Masters (Channel 4) (2017) (TV show) - A reality show in which teams compete to build the
best lego projects. I assisted the art department on set, stocking the set ready for filming.
We Must Smile (2017) Dir: Gav Mukerji (Short) - A film about a mother who murders her husband
but has to maintain the ‘perfect’ family image. I sourced and brought props, then dressed four
rooms. I was also on standby and continuity for all filming days.
BFI 'India on Film' (2017) (Set design and construction) - Me and 4 others designers, designed
and built a set that showed how Bollywood films provided escapism as well as a connection to India
and the community of Southall in London in the 70s and 80s. The set also became an exhibition
space for the BFI to do events in for their 'India on Film' festival 2017.
Student short films
Haunted House (2017) - Production designer/ Set Dresser
The Mating Season (2017) Prop buying and Dresser
She Dreams (2017) - Set build, decoration and dressing
References available
Kerry Bradley/ Paul Cripps
Education
2015- 2018 BA- (Hons) Set Design for Screen, Wimbledon College of Arts, University of the Arts
London
2013- 2015 Extended diploma in Art and Design at Bournemouth and Poole College
I also have a iHasco (Level 2) Food Safety & Hygiene certificate.

